Hamming clustering techniques for the identification of prognostic indices in patients with advanced head and neck cancer treated with radiation therapy.
The aim of the study is to demonstrate the usefulness of a new, non-linear classifier method, called Hamming clustering (HC), in selecting prognostic variables affecting overall survival in patients with head and neck cancer. In particular, the aim is to identify whether tumour proliferation parameters can be predictive factors of response in a set of 115 patients that receive either alternating chemo-radiotherapy or accelerated or conventional radiotherapy. HC is able to generate a set of understandable rules underlying the study objective; it can also select a subset of input variables that represent good prognostic factors. HC has been compared with other standard classifiers, providing better results in terms of classification accuracy. In particular, HC obtains the best accuracy of 74.8% (sensitivity of 51.1% and specificity of 91.2%) about survival. The rules found show that, besides the classical, well-known variables concerning the tumour dimension and the involved lymphonodes, some biological parameters, such as DNA ploidy, are also useful as predictive factors.